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Protect Your 
Windshield 
From Road 
Hazards
Invisible Windshield Protection Film

Ready to protect 
your vehicle?

U.S. (888) 887-2022
International +1 (727) 327-2544

windowfilm@madico.com

clearplex.com

Optimize Your 
Protection with 
ClearX HD
ClearX HD is an advanced polymer treatment 
from Madico that is an essential part of 
the maintenance program for ClearPlex 
Windshield Protection Film. ClearX HD will 
maintain the scratch resistance and water 
repellency of ClearPlex on your windshield 
when it is used as directed. It also seals your 
ClearPlex film against bird droppings, bugs, 
oil, tar, grease, dirt, and grime. 



The Best  
Protection You’ll 
Never See!™

Impact & Scratch Resistant

Whatever the road dishes out, ClearPlex was 

designed to take it—even up to 120 mph. 

Its patented hard coat is scratch resistant and 

provides qualities similar to glass, including 

protection against normal scratches and abrasions.

Protects Interiors & Occupants

ClearPlex film protects a vehicle’s interior and 

its occupants against 99.9% of the sun’s harmful 

UV rays. So, you’ll stay cooler and enjoy more 

protection.

A Clear Choice

ClearPlex offers faster run-off of rain and snow 

resulting in better visibility. It’s optically clear so it 

won’t impair your vision and seamlessly integrates 

with your windshield. The film is thermally fitted 

to every curve of the windshield, forming a bond 

with the glass that ensures optical clarity. You may 

not see it, but you’ll feel better knowing it’s there.

Driving on today’s highways can be hazardous—

especially to your windshield. From small rocks 

to road debris, unwanted objects that strike 

your glass can lead to serious, costly damages 

and driving distractions.

Now you can safeguard your vehicles and 

investment with ClearPlex® Windshield 

Protection Film. ClearPlex is the world’s first 

optically-clear protection film for vehicle 

windshields. Made and distributed by Madico®, 

it absorbs the impact of standard road hazards, 

significantly reducing the occurrence of rock 

chips, stars, pitting, and bull’s-eyes—leaving  

the glass in pristine condition.

In addition, ClearPlex is guaranteed not to  

peel, bubble, crack, or yellow for the warrantied 

life of the film. Ideal for luxury and classic cars, 

fleets, recreational vehicles and construction 

equipment, it’s a whole new vision in  

windshield protection.

Protection and  
Peace of Mind
Windshields contribute to a vehicle’s  

structural integrity during a front-end collision 

and rollover. ClearPlex film can help keep a 

windshield intact during an accident  

and prevent the vehicle’s roof from collapsing 

in a rollover. An intact windshield can also  

help to keep passengers inside the car. 

Helping preserve windshields in an  

accident protects the vehicle’s occupants  

as well as the vehicle itself.


